
How to define G.D.S. chains?
There are many ways to understand the Muscle and 
Articulation Chains. The following text is one of them.

G.D.S. CHAINS

SCORE FOR ORCHESTRA

by Godelieve STRUYF-DENYS

As part of the teaching and practice of chains, this approach can bring together musicians and the 
various instruments, in other words, therapists acting with their technics and personality. It is not necessary to 
abandon one's specialty to practice chains.

A person concerned by physical activity or therapy for or from the locomotive system, to an organic and 
psychological balance, is currently facing a rising tide of methods increasingly diversified. One is asked to 
dissect the scoreboards polyclinics of body therapy and in most cases, the person concerned, perplexed, tries 
several successive approaches misunderstanding the 'why' and 'how' of his « better-being » or his unwellness.

Remind that chains are teaching that there are no good or less good methods. There are only patients 
to whom they work well or less well, depending on the ground, the time, or even the place and climate.

The chains method raises awareness among the need to sharpen perception, intuition, observation, 
providing a grid of interpretation to the data collected. Interpretation of the body language mainly in the forms 
and deformations of the body, attitudes, gestures, behavior, choices. This interpretation helps identify the 
psycho-organic and locomotive field of a subject and adapt the intervention of one's choice, whatever the 
method is used.

It is precisely important to consider for a moment the value of body language in the context of this broad 
use of the grid of interpretation proposed by the chains.

Body language is universal. It knows no races. At all times, at all points of the globe, men spoke with 
gestures, shapes, rhythms made in the body by the muscles of the limbs, trunk and face that we all have in 
common.

Throughout history, men have used to express the same muscles in the same way what they care 
about: their history, their hopes, the rapture or horror, trust or fear, joy or pain, love or hate ... all the feelings, all 
the emotions that underlie human behavior elicited gestures, attitudes, also narrated in a privileged way through 
dance. Here and elsewhere, now and always, body language uses the same mechanisms.

The chains offer a decoding tool of this body language, analyzing further, even beyond the gesture and 
posture, the marks left on the body by the behavior.
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Permanent feelings take root, there are 'prints', prints that mark and shape the tissues. They truly are a 
writing, a straightforward language that does not lie.

This writing reveals, in the locomotive system, the real distress messages that the words most often try 
to hide, what words do not find the way to say, to express, to reveal.

Before the words, the body of a baby already speaks and this language, which uses the muscles acting 
on the body, clearly says what the child needs to thrive or what his suffering.

When the words come, they are rarely without presenting multiple contortions. Misunderstood the word 
is most often a refuge that seeks to obscure more than it reveals distress. She builds a maze whose outcome is 
long to discover.

The use of body language however highlights the knots as possible without cheating, in a universal 
language without borders, without a mask and straightforward.

Finally, in a team of therapists as in an orchestra, the same grid of interpretation can lead each 
participant to play using the same partition, avoiding to thwart what the other gave.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  

Also read (french version only):

'Les chaînes, comment ça marche?' http://ictgds.org/fonctionne/fonctionne.php

'Godelieve DENYS STRUYF, parcours de l'auteur' http://ictgds.org/auteur/auteur.php

(links/ WebSite Institut des Chaînes et Techniques G.D.S., Brussels)
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